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Christmas rhapsody piano tiles 2
Edit comments sharing single tiles holding double tiles 439 (158/91/190) 32 (17/2/13) 44 (0/44/0) 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 209 483 714 A-crown B-crown C-crown 923 1428 2142 2 1-star start rate 6 STARS 6 TPS (360 tiles/min) 6.67 TPS (400 tiles/min) 8.67 TPS (520 tiles/min) 3-star A-crown B-crown C-crown 9 TPS 9.33
TPS 10 TPS 11 TPS CHRISTMAS RHAPSODY 3948 SCORE, LEGENDARY WORLD RECORD IN PIANO TILES 2!!!!!! Christmas Rhapsody is the seventh stage in Piano Tiles 2. It is a remix adapted by Pi, consisting of a remix of the full, complete version of The Hungarian Rhapsody No.6. The song starts at a steady
level of 6 tiles per second (360 tiles per minute) for a bit in the beginning. At the 1-star mark, the song accelerates to 6.67 tiles per second (400 tiles per minute). Then, after going through a bit of normal gameplay, the song streams the player in a double brick cascade, with a section with only one note instead of a brace
to trick the player into touching two and losing. Christmas Rhapsody is by far considered the hardest song, due to unimaginable double tiles and sudden speed jumps. The difficulty is extreme despite the lack of difficulty in the level box. If the player can endure double tiles, tracks, then, increase the speed by anthoth
(more than any other song in the game in fact) to a crazy 8,670 tiles per second (520 tiles per minute.) Due to the song's acceleration, Christmas Rhapsody is often considered one of the hardest songs in Piano Tiles 2. According to some conversations, Christmas Rhapsody not only has the craziest gameplay but also
offers the hardest gameplay to get the third crown. At this level of intensity and strength, very few players are known to reach the 3 crown mark. Getting the third crown of Christmas Rhapsody requires players to persevere, and is probably a complete madman in this game. At three stars, players accelerate at a rate of 9
tiles per second, then slightly pick up up to 9.33 tiles per second at their first crown. After receiving the second crown, the player must persevere at 10 tablets per second. After finally getting the third crown, the player taps at an unimaginable speed of 11 tiles per second. Along with Star Clock, Christmas Rhapsody is one
of the fastest songs with speeds above 11 TPS when you get 3 crowns. In addition, the speed of the song will get more and more. After receiving only the second crown, the song becomes so fast that human potential exceeds the human threshold for most players. In other words, only those who have hacked this game,
or used robots can endure more than five rounds. Few people have beaten Christmas Rhapsody, with a very small percentage of people actually getting the third crown. The current world record is held by Krc319 with 4305 points, as well as holding the record without revival. 3808 points. :Link: Another notable score is
3948 points, by Glory YT with revival, as well as 3289 points without revival. :Link: Robio Channel holds the record for non-revival with a score of 3182 points. :Link: JayYT scored 2452 points with only 2 Fingers. :Link: This song even challenges the best players in the game like EK. Players will actually have to practice
for weeks to beat this song. At this point, it is almost impossible if not all players get a third crown. The only way for players to master Christmas Rhapsody is to encounter the ridiculous speed found in Christmas Rhapsody. The best proposal is training on difficult, long-term music courses such as level 40, 58, 76 and Star
Clock. Also, test your skills at Master, Double Tile, and Single Tile challenges. Strategy[edit | edit source] In the Double Tiles section, it's best to do one of the following: Put both hands on IOS/Android and immediately you tap the double tile, press spam with your middle and index fingers, go left-right-left-right, and so on.
This will ensure that all double tiles are pressed at the same time. Also make sure that the distance between your fingers is about 0.6 inches for iPad and 0.3 for iPhone. Follow EK's method - count under your breath: 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4 and so on. This method is used to get the beat of double tiles and to make
sure that all tiles are hit at the right time. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Edit The Single Cell Share Comments Hold Double Cell? ? ? 1 star 2 stars 3 stars? A-crown B-crown C-crown 4 5 6 Start speed 1 star 2 star Expression error: Surprise / operator. TPS (tiles per minute)
Error expression: Unexpected/operator. TPS (tiles per minute) Error expression: Unexpected/operator. TPS (tiles/min) 3-star A-crown B-crown C-crown 0.33 TPS 0.67 TPS 1.33 TPS 2.33 TPS Final Boss Christmas Rhapsody is a mod stage in Jackson007YT's Piano Tiles 2. The hardest song is in this song after 3
coronations. That makes this song more difficult to get 3 crowns than final boss Alhambra because the tiles are mostly double. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. More Piano Tiles Wiki Edit Comments Share Single Tiles Holding Tiles Double Tiles 439 (158/91/190) 32 (17/2/13) 44
(0/44 /0) 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 209 483 714 A-crown B-crown C-crown 923 1428 242 Starting speed 1 star 6 SAO 6 TPS (360 tiles/min) 6.67 TPS (400 tiles/min) 8.67 TPS (520 tiles/min) 3-star A-crown B-crown C-crown 9 TPS 9.33 TPS 10 TPS 11 TPS CHRISTMAS RHAPSODY 3948 LEGENDARY WORLD RECORD IN
PIANO TILES 2!!!!!! Christmas Rhapsody is the seventh stage in Piano Tiles 2. This is a remix adapted by Pi, including a remix of the full, complete version of rhapsody no.6 Hungary. The song starts at a 6 tiles per second (360 tiles per minute) for a little bit in the beginning. At the 1-star mark, the song accelerates to

6.67 tiles per second (400 tiles per minute). Then, after going through a bit of normal gameplay, the song streams the player in a double brick cascade, with a section with only one note instead of a brace to trick the player into touching two and losing. Christmas Rhapsody is by far considered the hardest song, due to
unimaginable double tiles and sudden speed jumps. The difficulty is extreme despite the lack of difficulty in the level box. If the player can endure double tiles, tracks, then, increase the speed by anthoth (more than any other song in the game in fact) to a crazy 8,670 tiles per second (520 tiles per minute.) Due to the
song's acceleration, Christmas Rhapsody is often considered one of the hardest songs in Piano Tiles 2. According to some conversations, Christmas Rhapsody not only has the craziest gameplay but also offers the hardest gameplay to get the third crown. At this level of intensity and strength, very few players are known
to reach the 3 crown mark. Getting the third crown of Christmas Rhapsody requires players to persevere, and is probably a complete madman in this game. At three stars, players accelerate at a rate of 9 tiles per second, then slightly pick up up to 9.33 tiles per second at their first crown. After receiving the second crown,
the player must persevere at 10 tablets per second. After finally getting the third crown, the player taps at an unimaginable speed of 11 tiles per second. Along with Star Clock, Christmas Rhapsody is one of the fastest songs with speeds above 11 TPS when you get 3 crowns. In addition, the speed of the song will get
more and more. After receiving only the second crown, the song becomes so fast that human potential exceeds the human threshold for most players. In other words, only those who have hacked this game, or used robots can endure more than five rounds. Few people have beaten Christmas Rhapsody, with a very small
percentage of people actually getting the third crown. The current world record is held by Krc319 with 4305 points, as well as holding the non-revived record at 3808 points. :Link: Another notable score is 3948 points, by Glory YT with revival, as well as 3289 points without revival. :Link: Robio Channel holds the record for
non-revival with a score of 3182 points. :Link: JayYT scored 2452 points with only 2 Fingers. :Link: This song even challenges the best players in the game like EK. Players will actually have to practice for weeks to beat this song. At this point, it is almost impossible if not all players get a third crown. The only way for
players to master Christmas Rhapsody is to encounter the ridiculous speed found in Christmas Rhapsody. Recommended will be training on difficult, long-term music courses such as level 40, 58, 76, and Star Clock. Also, test your skills at Master, Double Tile, and Single Tile challenges. Strategy[edit | edit source] In the
Double Tiles section, it's best to do one of the following: Put both hands on IOS/Android and immediately you tap the double tile, press spam with your middle and index fingers, go left-right-left-right, and so on. This will ensure that all double tiles are pressed at the same time. Also make sure that the distance between
your fingers is about 0.6 inches for iPad and 0.3 for iPhone. Follow EK's method - count under your breath: 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4 and so on. This method is used to get the beat of double tiles and to make sure that all tiles are hit at the right time. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise
noted. Add Piano Tiles Wiki Wiki
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